
 HOW 
The seminar consists of a 4-hour, in-person, instructor-led presentation that is organized around the same 

research based presentation principles employed by TED Talks. The multimedia presentation incorporates both 
video clips of actual audits and enhanced student engagement activities. “Death by PowerPoint” will NOT be 
tolerated. 

At the conclusion of the training series, we will provide the client agency a PDF copy of the full CJSTC compliant 
lesson plan documenting the material covered. 

We will also provide a PDF copy of our End of Course Handout, summarizing the key points of the course, that 
the client may print for each attendee, and a Certificate of Completion for each attendee. 

In addition to the course material that my legal counsel and I have prepared, we can set aside a portion of the 
course to cover any of your agency’s policies or bulletins that pertain directly to members’ response to auditor 
activities (ex., Trespassing Persons from Public Property, Interacting with the Media, Accessing your Legal Advisor, 
etc.)   

COST 
Prokopton Training and Development, LLC charges a flat rate of $3,750.00 per Training Day (Training Day = 

Calendar Day). We are happy to present two 4-hour sessions per Training Day, and there is no limit to the number 
of attendees you can schedule per session. The larger the class size, the greater value for the client. Yes, you may 
schedule TWO sessions with as many students as you can, for the one-day fee. When an odd number of 4-hour 
sessions are needed, sessions may be billed individually at $1,875.00 each. We have carefully considered our fees, 
relative to comparable training offerings currently available, and we are confident you will find our rates to be 
within the mean. There are no other fees or charges. 

WHERE 
We come to you. All we need is a standard classroom with a multimedia system for PowerPoint and videos. 

We recommend using the largest room you have available, so you can fill each session with as many personnel as 
possible. The greater the number in attendance = the lower the cost. 

WHEN 
We are also willing to present the seminar outside of “normal” business hours, to accommodate the night 

shift folks. You could schedule a 0800-1200 and 1300-1700 session, or a 1300-1700 and a 1800-2200 session. 
As former first responders, we're well acquainted with the difficulties involved in scheduling training for 

personnel across 24-hour shifts. We are committed to offering clients the greatest flexibility possible in scheduling.  
 

We look forward to serving your agency. 
 

J. Leith Harrell 
Owner – Prokopton Training and Development, LLC 

 

Surviving First Amendment 
Audits and Citizen Journalist 
Encounters is designed to provide 
public servants, both sworn and civilian, 
with the information, strategies, and 
attitudes necessary to prevail when 
confronted by this new breed of social 
media “watchdogs.” 


